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Professor Dr.B.Hallier stressed that the ,,Principle of Comparative Costs" will create
additional values for all countries along the revitalized Silk Road. Fokused should be
sustainable projects for the environment and storage and processing of agri-products.
lmportant for the successful transformation is the quick adaption of modern know-how
based on applied sciences. For underpriveledged sectors/human groups an ethical
support program should smooth the frictions of adaption.
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The multi-billion investment into the revitalization of the Silk Road Network in this century
gives inspiration for hope as well as for fears. Those being in favour see the large investment
along the historic trade routes as creating new wealth by chances of competition in a globalizing world * while those who are more fearfully expect the dominance of the big players like
China.
Taken the theory of comparative costs of economies developed by David Ricardo {17721823) each economy should gain in cross-border trade'-exchanges due to concentration on
those factors which bring country A the highest advantages against countries B,C,D. For B, C,
D on the other hand the focus on the remaining alternative products is still increasing its
relative trade position versus in an autonomous non-specialising world. Within the last 25
years this basic principle has been proved by the growth of the national economies of China,
Russia, lndia, the USA and Europe after the fall of the ,,lron Curtain" between East and West
and less tensions between China and lndia.
But taken within the European Union for example the trade balance between Germany and
Greece - growing only olives cannot provide Greek labour with German cars. What is missed
in Greece is enough speed in the transformation /evolution of the production factors to
create enough income for those being loosers in a more competitive world. From the
analysis of nature Charles Darwin { 1809 - 1882) already concluded that it is not the SIZE of
plants/animals to survive in a changing environment but the SPEED of adaption.
Resuming the learnings from David Ricardo and Charles Darwin there can be expected
different phases of outcome after the revitalization / transformation:
- there will be growth for all countries in phasis L (driven by hope)
- there will be winners by large-scale suppliers
- there will be loosers who are not quick enough to change
- there will be the necessity to help changing the factor-combination and to develop the
local/national human knowledge
- for underpriviledge human groups a ,,social-factor" should be added within a scheme
of ETHICS.

Concerning the factor-combination the traditional development-scheme ,,agriculture heavy industry - trade/services" has to be questioned : today the world is experiencing
high competition and falling values for many industry-products due to over-supply, on the
other hand the globe has approximately a lack of 40 percent in agricultural products to
feed the world population ! Therefore the focus has to be turned in several countries to
agriculture again as a potential to create income - perhaps however not only as a supplier
of raw material but of processed fruit and vegetables to gain higher margins in the marketchain. ,,Processing Hubs" along the Silk Road might be an interesting infrastructure

development-tool.
lncreasing the food supply based on present knowledge about sustainability could enclude
ECOLOGY into the former models of ECONOMY : less losses and reduced waste could
balance the present one-sided models. Emphasis could be given to those locations which
are best from the point of ecological view . The same aspects could be taken for the
construction of the storage and processing hubs : buildings could be CO2 neutral ; energy
could be taken by new concepts. GREEN BELTS could supplement the BUSINESS BELTS.

Concerning,,Human Capital" investment into education will definately help to adapt
quicker in a changing environment. Learning from the economic situation in Germany it
should be considered in how far a ,,Dua! Education" of combining school-knowledge with
application of sciences in the real world of business-environment might be the driver of
permanent innovation . The Silk Road University Network might be such a Driver of
lnnovation and Catalyst of creating Wealth for the cou.ntries along the Silk Road.
Nevertheless transformations of sectors can cause within single countries as well as in
groups of countries hardships for parts of the population, if they are economically or
mentally not able to responde to the necessary changes. ln those cases national or
international help is needed as a means of ETHICS. The system of FREE MARKET ECONOMY
has to be enlarged towards a SOCIAL MARKET ECONOMY to adjust the income of the
weakest market participants.
Conclusion : The,,New Silk Road Deal" is not only an economical challenge like the,,New
Deal" was as a kick-off program in the USA in the last century - but in the 21st century we
need a GLOBAL HOUSE of HARMONY based on ECONOMICS, ECOLOGY and ETHICS with
the participation of the total range of countries and of all the different cultures.

